My thesis is an investigation of a liberative space and an attempt to design one.

The term *Liberative Space* is defined by Plummer. "[Liberative space is the] kind of endowment [that] provides the frameworks in which others can fly." In such a space people are inspired to take personal action and choose their own experience. For example, there is more than one path leading from one to the other end of a building. One path is flooded with light, the other opens the special view, the third is shortcut where you are sure not to meet anybody.... Contrary to this would be a highly controlled hierarchical space. Your path is labeled, no experience, no choices. This makes you a passive, compliant spectator useful for a bureaucratic society.

Liberative space should not be mistaken for a chaotic one because "Its freedom is rooted in the power to make spontaneous choices about mutuality." Liberative space can include a hierarchical one as the possible choice.

The maker of a liberative space is going to be more of a composer than a musician, a playwright than an actor, a choreographer than a dancer. "This means that the creativity of an architect is not going towards the highly controlled and finished spaces, but spaces that offer opportunities to discover, change, redefine.
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WANDERING THROUGH A LIBERATIVE SPACE

The High School Project
This corner column marks the beginning of the Liberative space.
If it had been raining, the water from the roof would be forming the waterfall down the slanted concrete wall.

One can swing into the library through the small door in the middle of the wall.
This southern corner is the enclosure for the plaza - school yard.